
Services
AECOM delivers global digital solutions that work for your people, your 
operations, and your investors.  We optimize entire digital platforms to give 
you the information and insight needed to respond to stakeholders inside 
and outside your organization.

Responsibilities continue to grow across regulatory compliance, pandemic 
response, sustainability reporting, and new ESG public disclosure 
frameworks.  How do you meet these demands with limited staff, multiple 
geographies, and unconnected legacy IT platforms? 

AECOM recognizes that your most valuable asset is your people, and 
digital platforms must work for them, empower them to make decisions, 
and create a culture of engagement and participation.  That’s why 
AECOM’s approach to digital EHS and ESG is not software tool-centered, 
but people and workflow-centered.

We support you with the following activities:

 f Digital platform review and optimization
 f Business and software requirements definition
 f Digital EHS and ESG gap analysis and report mapping
 f GHG scope 1, 2, 3 management and forecasting
 f Software selection, implementation design
 f Report and dashboard design and build
 f Platform change management, user adoption
 f Global localization
 f Ongoing support and maintenance
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At AECOM, we adhere to established digital project practices that lead to success and 
sustainable systems:

 f Focus on end user experience and adoption
 f Build optimized workflows that leverage multiple integrated platforms
 f Foster continuous learning, training
 f Leverage hosted apps that are built for purpose (best tools for the right job)
 f Assess and mitigate project and deployment risks
 f Advocate on your behalf
 f Tap into AECOM’s global EHS and ESG advisory services for end-to-end data collection 

to stakeholder reporting
 f Global presence to understand context of local regulations and requirements
 f Vast talent pool to deliver comprehensive integrated systems for:

Best Practices

MORE INFORMATION:  AskEnvironment@aecom.com
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Digital EHS Implementation Services

Technical Practice Groups (TPGs)
Groups that collaborate around 

practice areas serving external clients

Functional Groups (FGs)
Groups that collaborate around 
practice areas serving internal  

clients (AECOM)

Tool Channels (TCs)
Groups that collaborate around 

software applications

Capability Channels (CCs)
Groups that collaborate  

around innovative offerings  
developed to serve  

our clients

The community  
through which  

AECOM technical  
staff collaborate

About AECOM
AECOM (NYSE: ACM) is the world’s trusted infrastructure consulting firm, delivering professional services throughout the project lifecycle – from 
planning, design and engineering to program and construction management. On projects spanning transportation, buildings, water, new energy, and 
the environment, our public- and private-sector clients trust us to solve their most complex challenges. Our teams are driven by a common purpose 
to deliver a better world through our unrivaled technical expertise and innovation, a culture of equity, diversity and inclusion, and a commitment to 
environmental, social and governance priorities. AECOM is a Fortune 500 firm and its Professional Services business had revenue of $13.3 billion in 
fiscal year 2021. 

See how we are delivering sustainable legacies for generations to come at aecom.com and @AECOM. 

• Over 70 MIS Practitioners globally
• Technical Practice Network to share best practices 

and subject matter

• Innovation Fund and Venture Fund to fuel technology 
adoption and creative solutions

For more information, 
scan the QR code or email us at 

Greg.Stevens@aecom.com

Tools and Resources

End to End Support 
for EHS & ESG Data 
Systems

STRATEGY
Assess existing systems and 
recommend optimized platform 
to meet comprehensive ESG 
and EHS requirements

REQUIREMENTS
Build business and software 
requirements based on the 
gap analysis, reporting, and 
functional needs

EVALUATE & SELECT
Engage leadership and 
employees to select best 
fit-for-purpose software 
applications and tools

DESIGN & BUILD
Implement the integrated 
platform, reports, and 
dashboards for insight 
and decision support as 
well as specific regulatory 
requirements

MANAGE CHANGE
Maintain system health and 
employee engagement with 
training, change management, 
and system updates/
expansion
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